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Isten hozott,
I’ve always been able to be in communication with those who passed on. When I was a
child I thought everyone saw spirits. As I grew older, I noticed everyone didn’t and
through time realized I couldn’t talk about it to everyone and became more selective with
who I discussed it with.
I’ve been in the psychic/spiritual / metaphysical fields professionally since my teens
and I’m happy I can help those on the other side, as well as, those on this physical plane,
who miss them.
All spirits are not positive. Some resent they passed, some are angry, some lie –just as
they did in life or are simply negative. All those who pass on do not immediately become
“aware” and work from the Light.
Some do not realize where they are and thus are confused. They need our help to
know where they are and to complete issues so they can move on and become one with
the Light
Most are positive, helpful and aware. They may still be here due to what they feel is
unfinished business, to help those still on the earth plane with guidance or information or
for varied reasons. At times it is simply that they miss you and want to stay longer.
Those who passed speak to us in varied ways.
They come to us through clairaudience (psychic “hearing”), clairsentience (you
“know”), clairvoyance (psychic “seeing”), by touch (psychic “feel”), through your
dreams, taste or aroma (Ex: some food or perfume may remind you of the person).
I find that when I’m contacting someone who passed, it’s not always in the same form.
Sometimes I just “know”. Usually I “see” the person. Contact comes in whatever way is
the strongest contact between the person and myself.
You can ask questions, get clarity, close the door on issues or complete unfinished
emotional / physical / spiritual business so you can both move on.
Your loved ones can come through at the age they passed on or at an age they liked to
be in life. So someone passing at the age of 90 years can look 15 on the other side.
You can learn to be in direct contact with these spirits through ancient and my original
techniques, if you so choose. Some people want to discover their ability to communicate
through clairvoyance or some other specific means. However, the point is to get the
information, not how to get the information. It doesn’t always come to you in the same
way. It might come 90% of the time through one form, all the time in the same form or
all different forms. You just need to be open.

You always need to do Psychic Self-Defense to be protected and safe. I can’t stress
enough how basic and vital this is. The energies and spirits are very real. Even if you’re
dealing with a positive loved one, you don’t know if there is a hitchhiker coming along.
Many of those who passed before us want the contact and to tell us their story, to guide,
for closure, among other numerous reasons.
I find that when I’m communicating with them, sometimes it pulls on my heart, but
mainly it is like going on a new adventure into another realm and maybe being of help.
The dead do speak to us. They always have.
Keep your mind and heart open, use Psychic Self-Defense (or prayer as a minimum)
and stay positive and spiritual.

Pass on this website (www.mariadandrea.com) with
this free newsletter to all who you think can use prosperity.
Look for the next Newsletter to continue your inner growth and power.
(Classes available – group or privately by phone)

May God Bless You Abundantly, Maria

